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In 1977, Wayne â€œBig Chuckâ€• Bradshaw was Jersey tough. He was a member of the outlaw

Pagans bike gang, a One Percenter, and had earned his colors in a world of boozing, bloody bar

fights, and high-stakes crime. But after getting too close to extreme violence, Bradshaw made the

life-threateningÂ decision to change his path.The toughness Bradshaw used to survive the biker life

led him to a distinguished and heroic career as an undercover narcotics officer for the same New

Jersey police department that had once arrested him. Bradshaw tells his story with the truth of the

streets, from his time in the U.S. Army to his decision to join the Pagans, to the wild adventures of

working narcotic stings. He rode with truly dangerous criminals and then returned to those same

places as a cop. He tracks down fugitivesÂ in Jerseyâ€™s toughest neighborhoods, risks his life

rescuing dozens from a fire in a seniorsâ€™ residence, and volunteers in the aftermath of

9/11.Jersey ToughÂ is an unflinching memoir of personal struggle, of battling with darkness, and

ultimately of redemption.
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Hello I'm Big Chucks partners in this book Jersy Tough -- (Jack Mullins) -- and I have to tell you this

book took me only three days to read due to me unable to put dam book down.. It is all true that

Chuck writes about and what a trip it is.... I can only tell you about the narcotic work together

because those were the time I was his partner, Chuck would turn out to be the best street smart cop

I would run into in 25 years of this work. What a story that would never end in my life. Big Chuck

was as the book says is a very big guy and I have been around some very big guys that where

muscle and could handle them self's with hand to hand combat. As with Chuck we would find out

that we where in the Army the same years early 70's but on different side's of the world I was in the

far east and Chuck was in Germany.As Chuck would write about Det/Lt McCabe from the Hazlet

Police department NJ who would run the day to day operation of the narcotic task force and we

would have to do the night work with the other members of the team. AsI would first meet this man

he was just unbelieable in size and muscle on top of muscles. I was not small by no means but

nothing could compare the two of us. Lt McCabe told us to go get something to eat and have a few

drinks to get to know each other. I didn't know if it was a good idea or not but it turn out to be the

best to get to open up about who we where.We did go to a bar that had sandwichs and lots of beer.
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